A new, disruptive approach to Nuclear Energy

Newcleo is a new private company based in UK that has the potential to create a disruptive new approach to extracting energy from Nuclei that is:
- completely safe;
- clean;
- renewable;
- technologically accessible.

Since the early 90s, a large group of scientists around the world is building the scientific know-how to develop Lead Fast Reactor (LFR) and to control the Nuclear power with particle accelerators (Accelerator-Driven Systems or ADS). Newcleo management and Scientific Committee, with its 300+ years of experience in the field, has pioneered this research.

The management has now selected a number of patents and a focused know-how, to be able to leverage on smart capital and become the Global Company able to make the transition to a new era of clean, safe and renewable Nuclear Energy.

A number of visionary co-founders are investing (round in progress) to translate this objective into reality.

GIOVEDÌ 1 LUGLIO 16:30–18:00 – ONLINE

Un incontro, dedicato alla comunità studentesca del Politecnico di Torino, per conoscere newcleo, una realtà innovativa nel panorama dell’industria nucleare, con legal entity italiana e un forte radicamento nella realtà torinese.

Link: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/806194813

Programma:
- Saluto della prof.ssa Giuliana Mattiazzo
- Introduzione del prof. Roberto Zanino
- Presentazione di newcleo
- Q&A

Per informazioni contattare la prof.ssa Sandra Dulla
Sandra.dulla@polito.it